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Holins are a diverse group of small integral membrane proteins elaborated by bacteriophages to lyse
bacterial hosts and effect release of progeny phages in a precisely timed manner. Recently, the holin S gene of
phage l was overexpressed and the holin protein was purified to homogeneity by means of an oligohistidine tag
procedure and immobilized metal affinity chromatography (D. L. Smith, D. K. Struck, J. M. Scholtz, and R.
Young, J. Bacteriol. 180:2531–2540, 1998). Numerous locations within the S gene were tested as sites for an
oligohistidine-tag-encoding insertion which preserves holin function. The lysis phenotypes of these alleles,
expressed from moderate-copy-number transactivation plasmids, were characterized. A striking class of mu-
tants, previously referred to as early-dominant, have been found to have severe lysis defects but are fully
functional in the presence of wild-type protein. Results presented here reveal that the early-dominance
phenotype is independent of S107 inhibitor function. The results provide insight into the mechanism of hole
formation and indicate that, while oligomerization is required in the pathway to hole formation, a nucleation
event may also be required.

The bacteriophage l has four lysis genes: S, R, Rz, and Rz1
(see Fig. 1A), of which S and R are absolutely required for
disruption of the host envelope under normal laboratory
growth conditions (12, 16, 19, 32, 33, 43, 47). R encodes l
endolysin, a soluble transglycosylase which degrades pepti-
doglycan by breaking the glycosidic linkages (3). S encodes the
l holin, a protein required to enable R to pass across the
cytoplasmic membrane, because the latter protein lacks a se-
cretory signal sequence (32, 33). The S protein forms a lethal
membrane lesion, or hole, which mediates the escape of the
endolysin. Although nothing is known directly about the struc-
ture of the hole, it is apparently nonspecific because it can
function with another endolysin of completely unrelated struc-
ture and function (e.g., the gene 19 lysozyme of P22) (34) and
must have a large effective diameter, because the endolysins
accumulate fully folded and active within the cytoplasm before
holin-mediated release occurs. S protein forms sodium dodecyl
sulfate-resistant oligomers, and after cross-linking, S-contain-
ing oligomers with up to six mers have been detected, with
spacing consistent with homooligomerization (7, 48). The S
gene is also lethal in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which indicates
that no specific host protein interactions are required (13).
Purified S protein can cause the release of dye from liposomes
(41). Taken together, these observations support the notion
that the hole is an oligomeric form of S. Holins are unique in
biology since they are apparently the only type of cytolytic
protein which forms holes from within the cell, rather than
from without. Moreover, S, and presumably all holins, exists
only in a membrane-bound form (1), as opposed to the cyto-
lytic toxins, such as colicins (35), a-hemolysin (2), and the
mammalian complement system (23), which exist as soluble,
monomeric proteins before assembly on the target cell mem-
brane.

This distinction raises the question of how hole formation by
the membrane-bound holin is regulated. S accumulates in the

membrane from about 8 min after infection until, under stan-
dard conditions, hole formation is spontaneously triggered at
about 50 min. In the absence of endolysin, this triggering is
observed as a sudden cessation in the accumulation of culture
mass and is associated with a rapid loss of cell viability, in terms
of CFU (15). The time delay is critical to allow phage mor-
phogenesis in quantity, and the timing is thus under strict,
genetically programmed control. S mutants which cause hole
formation as early as 20 min after infection, or at almost any
time after 50 min, have been isolated (22, 30, 31). The ener-
gized membrane plays a role in this timing mechanism. Adding
an energy poison, like cyanide, at any time after 20 to 30 min
postinduction but before the normal time of triggering, in-
stantly triggers premature hole formation (14, 32, 33). Part of
the “lysis clock” is explained by the fact that the S gene has a
dual-start motif, with the first three codons encoding sequence
beginning with MKM. Both Met codons are used for transla-
tional initiations in vivo, and thus two proteins, designated
S107 and S105 for their lengths in amino acid residues, are
made (5, 8). S107 differs from S105 only in having two extra
N-terminal residues (M and K). It has been conclusively dem-
onstrated that the two proteins have opposing functions in
vivo: the shorter product, S105, is the functional holin, whereas
the longer product, S107, acts as an inhibitor of S105 function,
with the functional difference being the additional positively
charged lysine residue (4, 9). The presence of two opposing
products complicates genetic analysis, because, for example, a
loss of hole-forming function may be due to a defect in the
activity of S105 or an increase in the inhibitor ability of S107.

In the absence of an in vitro assay, purification of the small,
membrane-embedded, low-abundance S holin in its native
form was technically difficult, if not impractical. We resorted to
oligohistidine tag methodology because it has been successfully
applied to a number of proteins which have resisted purifica-
tion and confers real advantages to a membrane protein puri-
fication scheme because it facilitates detergent exchange steps.
Here we report the results of our efforts to find a site within the
reading frame of the S gene in which to insert an oligohisti-
dine-encoding sequence. The properties of several insertion
alleles are discussed in terms of current models for S structure,
topology, and function.

* Corresponding author. Mailing address: Department of Biochem-
istry and Biophysics, MS2128, Texas A&M University, College Station,
TX 77843-2128. Phone: (409) 845-2087. Fax: (409) 862-4718. E-mail:
ryland@.tamu.edu.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains, phages, plasmids, and oligonucleotides. All Escherichia coli strains,

bacteriophages, and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 1. Oligonu-
cleotides are listed in Table 2 and were purchased from the Gene Technologies
Laboratory in the Department of Biology at Texas A&M University. Luria-
Bertani (LB) medium and LB-Amp medium (LB medium supplemented with
100 mg of ampicillin per ml) were prepared according to the method of Miller
(24). Chemicals were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, Mo.).

DNA manipulations. Restriction enzymes were purchased from Promega
(Madison, Wis.), and restriction of DNA was performed according to the man-
ufacturer’s instructions. A Qiaprep Spin Miniprep kit (Qiagen, Chatsworth,
Calif.) and a Jet Star kit (Genomed, Raleigh, N.C.) were used according to the
manufacturers’ recommendations to obtain plasmid mini- and maxi-prepara-
tions, respectively. Gel-purified DNA fragments for cloning were excised from
agarose gels and purified with Qiaex gel extraction spin columns (Qiagen) per
the manufacturer’s instructions. A Rapid DNA Ligation kit from Boehringer
Mannheim (Indianapolis, Ind.) was used per the manufacturer’s suggestion.
Transformation-competent E. coli cells were prepared according to the method
of Chung et al. (10).

DNA amplification. DNA fragments for subcloning and automated fluores-
cence sequencing were amplified by PCR and sequenced as previously described
(41).

Mutagenesis of S by PCR overlap extension mutagenesis. Plasmid pSG39P
was created by the PCR overlap extension method of Ho et al. (21). A unique
ApaI site was introduced into the putative periplasmic-loop-encoding region of
the S gene (Fig. 1B) in the pKB110 plasmid by modifying the G38 codon (GGT
to GGG; l nucleotides [nt] 45297 to 45299) and mutating the G39 codon to a

proline (GGC to CCC; l nt 45300 to 45302). Basically, complementary primers
were used in separate reactions to generate two DNA fragments with overlap-
ping ends. The overlap allowed these two fragments to be melted, annealed, and
extended. The product of complete extension was then used as a template for
standard PCR amplification and subsequent cloning. The overlapping frag-
ments used to clone pSG39P were made with the primer pairs ForLamRI and
RevSG39P and ForSG39P and RevLamCla. The fully extended PCR product
was digested with EcoRI and ClaI and inserted into pKB110 by replacing the
wild-type S allele and lysis cassette. The correct clone was confirmed by digestion
with ApaI and sequencing.

Mutagenesis of S by modified Seamless Cloning. Most manipulations of S
were done with the reading frame for S105, beginning with codon 3 and termi-
nating with codon 107. For simplicity, this reading frame will be designated S105
throughout this work. The modified version of the Seamless Cloning (Stratagene,
La Jolla, Calif.) protocol has been described previously (41) and was used with
the oligonucleotides listed in Table 2 to insert sequences encoding oligohistidine
tags into the S105 allele after codons 9, 21, 38, 49, 75, 83, 88, and 94 under
cognate l late gene expression signals. These plasmids and their derivatives were
used as transactivation plasmids by introducing them into MC4100 [l D(SR)].
Induction of the lysis-defective prophage resulted in transactivation of the pR9
promoter and thus transcription of the lysis genes on the plasmid.

QuikChange mutagenesis. The specific mutations M3L, R33L, A52G, and
A52V were introduced into plasmids pS105 and pS105t94 by site-directed mu-
tagenesis with a QuikChange kit from Stratagene. The manufacturer’s instruc-
tions were specifically followed. Only the forward primer set for S107 with the
mutation M3L (ForS107M3L) is listed in Table 2. The primer pairs for the
remaining four alleles were named in the same manner and contained 17 to 23

TABLE 1. Bacterial strains, bacteriophages, and plasmids

Strain, phage,
or plasmid Relevant feature(s) Reference or

source

Bacterial strains
MC4100 E. coli K-12 F2 araD139 D(argF-lac)U169 rpsL150 relA1 flbB5301 deoC1 ptsF25 rbsR 39
XL1-Blue E. coli K-12 recA1 endA1 gyrA96 thi-1 hsdR17 supE44 relA1 lac [F9 proAB lacIqZDM15::Tn10 (Tetr)] Stratagene

Phages
l Cmr D(SR) stf::cat::tfa cI857 D(SR); replacement of stf and tfa genes (l nt 19996–22220) with cat gene (37); D(SR);

loss of l nt 45136–45815 (31)
Laboratory stock

l 111 cI857 Sam7 16
l RG1 b519 b515 b2::Tn903 cI857 nin5 S1 22
l S105 stf::cat::tfa cI857 S with M1L (makes only S105) This study

Plasmids
pOR19 pBR322 with EcoRI site deleted by blunt ending and ligation Laboratory stock
pKB110 Derivative of pOR19; l lysis gene region cloned as HindIII-ClaI fragment (l nt 44141–46440) 7
pSG38P S with G38P; SmaI site created in codons 38 and 39 41
pSG39P S with G39P; ApaI site created in codons 38 and 39 This study
pS105 S with M1L; derivative of pSG38P; bears S105 only 41
ptS105 Derivative of pSG38P; insert at the N terminus of S105 (MH6GSH) 41
pS105R33L S with R33L; derivative of pS105 This study
pS105A52G S with A52G; derivative of pS105 This study
pS105A52V S with A52V; derivative of pS105 This study
pS105t Derivative of pSG38P; insert at the C terminus of S105 (G2H6) 41
pS105t9x Altered insertion after L9 codon in S105 (G2H6PA) This study
pS105t9z Altered insertion after L9 codon in S105 (G2H6RG) This study
pS105t21 Insertion after I21 codon in S105 (G2H6G2) This study
pS105t38* Insertion after G38 codon in S105 (glycine-free tag; H6) This study
pS105t38 Insertion after G38 codon in S105 (G2H6G2) This study
pS105t38x Altered insertion after G38 codon in S105 (G2H6G3H6G2) This study
pS105t49 Insertion after T49 codon in S105 (G2H6G2) This study
pS105t49x Insertion after T49 codon in S105 (G2H6G2 with C51Y mutation) This study
pS105t63 Insertion after D63 codon in S105 (G2H6G2) This study
pS105t63x Insertion after D63 codon in S105 (G2H6G2 with F64L mutation) This study
pS105t75 Insertion after T75 codon in S105 (G2H6G2) This study
pS105t75x Altered insertion after T75 codon in S105 (G2H3G2) This study
pS105t83 Insertion after G83 codon in S105 (G2H6G2) This study
pS105t88 Insertion after G88 codon in S105 (G2H6G2) This study
pS105t88x Altered insertion after G88 codon in S105 (G2H6D) This study
pS105t88z Altered insertion after G88 codon in S105 with frameshift (G2H4PRLAYQTLRC) This study
pS105t94 Insertion after F94 codon in S105 (G2H6G2) 41
pS105t94x Altered insertion after F94 codon with frameshift in S105 (G2H3QKSITITAALLKKPE) 41
pS105t94z Insertion after F94 codon with frameshift in S105 (G2H6G2LLKKPE) 41
pS105t94R33L S105 with R33L; derivative of pS105t94 This study
pS105t94A52G S105 with A52G; derivative of pS105t94 This study
pS105t94A52V S105 with A52V; derivative of pS105t94 41
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nt of homology to either side of the altered nucleotide. Constructs were con-
firmed by diagnostic PCR and sequencing as previously described (41).

Induction of transactivation plasmids harboring the S gene. For each induc-
tion, MC4100 [l (DSR)] harboring the transactivation plasmid derived from
pKB110 was induced under carefully controlled conditions, as previously de-
scribed (41). Briefly, aerobic cultures grown at 30°C in LB-Amp medium were
shifted to 42°C at an A550 of 0.2, aerated at 42°C for 15 min, and then aerated at
37°C.

Membrane protein sample preparation and analysis. Detergent-solubilized
preparations of inner membrane proteins were obtained and analyzed as de-
scribed previously (9, 40).

RESULTS

System for analysis of function of tagged S derivatives. In
order to assess the functionality of oligohistidine-tagged ver-
sions of S, a plasmid vector system which could provide ex-
pression of S under its cognate transcriptional and transla-
tional signals was required. Moreover, in order to avoid the
potential ambiguity of whether the phenotype associated with
a particular oligohistidine tag insertion was due to its effect on
the active holin product, S105, or the inhibitor product, S107,
or both, it was necessary to have a parental allele for mutagen-
esis in which the start codon for the S107 reading frame was
inactivated. Accordingly, plasmid pS105, which bears the pR9
late gene promoter and the entire l lysis gene cassette, was
constructed (Fig. 1A) (41). (Here and throughout, the altered
S gene carrying the M1L change is designated S105). Thermal
induction of a l lysogen harboring the thermolabile repressor
allele, cI857, results in induction and subsequent synthesis of
the late gene transcriptional antiterminator, Q, which transac-
tivates the plasmid-borne lysis genes as well as the late genes of
the prophage (17, 44). If the prophage carries a null S allele,
then the lysis phenotype can be ascribed to the plasmid-borne
S gene, whereas if the prophage carries a functional S allele,
the dominant or recessive character of plasmid-borne S can be
assessed. The efficacy of this system is demonstrated in Fig. 2,
in which the lysis phenotypes of two S alleles encoding either
an N- or a C-terminal oligohistidine tag are assessed. (Here

and below, the presence of the oligohistidine tag, defined as
shown in Table 1, is indicated by t. Thus, tS105 has a tag
sequence at the N terminus.) This tS105 allele, when it is
expressed with the transcriptional and translational signals of
the T7 f10 gene, affects culture growth and cellular morphol-
ogy indistinguishably from S105 but, as reported previously,
exhibits a defective phenotype when it is expressed from the
transactivation vector (Fig. 2A) (41). Moreover, the tS105
allele like S107 has inhibitor function, as was shown by its
dominant effect over S1 (which encodes both the S107 and
S105 proteins) and S105 in the isogenic transactivation exper-
iments (Fig. 2C and D). Interestingly, immunoblot analysis
revealed that this allele generates two protein products, one
corresponding to the full-length oligohistidine-tagged protein
and the other apparently corresponding to S105 (Fig. 3).

A construct in which an oligohistidine tag is placed at the C
terminus of S105, pS105t, has a different kind of lysis defect.
Lysis is apparently triggered at about the normal time, but the
rate of lysis is severely affected, suggesting that the release of
endolysin to the periplasm through the holes is retarded (Fig.
2A). Part of this defect derives from the fact that appending
the multiple histidine codons to the terminus of the S105 gene
also disrupts the R gene, which overlaps the S sequence by 14
nt (l nt 45493 to 45506) (30) (Fig. 1A). However, even when
functional R endolysin is supplied in trans, the rate of lysis is
substantially altered (Fig. 2B), indicating that the C-terminal
tag interferes with the hole-forming function of S105 protein.

The sensitivity of the transactivation assay can also be ex-
ploited to detect more subtle characteristics of the tagged
proteins. Lysis timing is sensitive to gene dosage, as can be
seen from the fact that a plasmid-borne S105 allele accelerates
the onset of lysis when it is in trans to a prophage S105 or S1

allele (Fig. 2C and D). Despite its intrinsic lysis defect shown
in trans to S null alleles, the S105t allele is phenotypically
indistinguishable from the parental S105 allele, when it is in
trans to S1 or S105 on the prophage (Fig. 2C and D). That is,
S105t accelerates the onset of lysis by the same time interval as

TABLE 2. Oligonucleotides

Oligo-
nucleotide Sequencea Relevant feature(s)

ForLamRI GCCACTGTCTGTCCT Forward primer to amplify l lysis genes; anneals directly up-
stream of native EcoRI site (l nt 44956–44972)

RevLamCla TTCGTAAATGGATTGCTCGGTTTTA Reverse primer to amplify l lysis genes; anneals downstream
of the native ClaI site beyond RZ; l nt 46536–46512

ForSG39P GATATAATGGgcccGCGTTTACAAAAACAG Same as ForSG38P (l nt 45289–45318) but creates an ApaI
site and the G39P mutation

RevSG39P GTAAACGCgggcCCATTATATCTGCCGCG Reverse primer used in conjunction with ForSG39P (l nt
45316–45282)

SeqpR9 tgtaaaacgacggccagtGCATGATTGCCACGGATGGC Forward primer that anneals upstream of pR9 (l nt 44512–
44531); contains Seqman primer landing site

SRev36 gcggatccagggcgagcgcGTCCGTTATCAGTTCCCTC Reverse primer that anneals 36 bp downstream of S gene stop
codon (l nt 45565–45557); contains ERevBam landing site

Seqman TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGT Forward universal primer used for automated sequencing of
PCR products

ERevBam GCGGATCCAGGGCGAGCGC Reverse universal primer used for automated sequencing of
PCR products

ForL9t agttactcttctatcaccatcacggcggcTTGGCCGCCATTCTCGCG Forward primer for Seamless Cloning insertion of oligohisti-
dine codons after codon 9 (l nt 45213–45230) with the re-
striction enzyme Eam1104I

RevL9t agttactcttctgatgatggtggccgccCAGGTCATGTTTTTCTGGC Reverse primer to be used in conjunction with ForL9t (l nt
45212–45194)

ForS107M3L CTTATTGGGGGTAAGACATGAAGcTGCCAGAAAAACATGACC Forward primer for QuikChange mutagenesis; creates M3L to
prevent S105 synthesis (anneals to l nt 45169–45210)

RevS107M3L GGTCATGTTTTTCTGGCAgCTTCATGTCTTACCCCCAATAAG Reverse primer to be used in conjunction with ForS107M3L
(anneals to l nt 45210–45169)

a Letters in lowercase represent either mismatches or insertions, and new restriction sites are indicated by boldface type.
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does S105. This effect has been reported before, with different
missense alleles of S being paired with S1 in tandem pro-
phages. Strictly, this is a dominance effect, and the term early
dominance has been used to distinguish such alleles from those
with the more negative dominance (lysis delay) (31) (see be-
low).

Systematic mutagenesis of S105 with oligohistidine-tag-en-
coding oligonucleotide insertions. Since the S proteins tagged

at either chain terminus were unsuitable candidates for the
purification and functional assay, an internal location for an
oligohistidine tag was sought. A number of alleles harboring
oligohistidine-tag-encoding inserts were prepared, by a tech-
nique which does not require modification of the target se-
quence other than by the addition of the insertion (41) (see
Materials and Methods). In each mutagenesis experiment, the
objective was to insert oligonucleotides encoding the standard

FIG. 1. (A) The l lysis gene region from plasmid pS105 is shown, with the predicted size in amino acid residues shown for each of the four lysis genes. Expanded
views are shown for sequences of the mRNA sdi structure and N-terminal positions of the S105 gene. The boxed sequence in the mRNA indicates the Shine-Dalgarno
sequence for the S105 gene (5). sdi is the RNA stem-loop structure known to participate in the regulation of the normal S gene dual start and cause dominant-negative
lysis defects (31). The pR9 promoter and tR9 terminator for the l late gene transcriptional unit are shown upstream of the EcoRI site. Restriction sites are indicated
(H, HindIII; R, EcoRI; V, EcoRV; and C, ClaI). pS105 contains a HindIII-ClaI fragment corresponding to the wild-type lysis cassette of l (45), inserted into the cognate
sites in pOR19 (41). In pS105 the M1L mutation prevents synthesis of S107 inhibitor protein. Below the lysis gene map is an expanded view of the region of overlap
between the S and R genes. The mRNA sequence and protein translations for S105, tS105, S105t, R, and R9 are depicted. (B) The S105 sequence is depicted with
charged residues denoted above the sequence, as well as with arrows indicating the positions at which oligohistidine tag insertions (t) have been isolated. Putative
a-helices and turn or loop regions are modeled below the sequence. Aberrant insertions and subsequent frameshifts after codons 88 and 94 are depicted above the S105
sequence. Residue numbers are as in the full-length S protein, i.e., the initial residue of S105 is Met3. (C) Topological models A and B for the l holin. S may have
either two or three a-helical transmembrane domains depending on whether the putative domain 3 (dashed box) exists as a membrane-spanning domain (6, 46).

4202 SMITH AND YOUNG J. BACTERIOL.
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sequence G2H6G2 after a designated codon, without modifi-
cation of the DNA flanking the insertion site (Fig. 1B). We
isolated insertions encoding hexahistidine sequences from a
total of 11 positions within the S105 reading frame, most of
which encoded the standard G2H6G2 oligohistidine tag but
some of which encoded missense, partially deleted, or dupli-
cated variants of that sequence. Most of these insertions re-
sulted in lysis-defective phenotypes, although some of these
had informative properties. Modifications at two positions in
the C-terminal domain yielded S105 proteins with essentially
normal timing and lysis profiles. This collection of insertion
alleles, listed in order of the insertion site beginning from the
start codon, is described below.

Insertions after codon 9. The position after codon 9 is pre-
dicted to be adjacent to the first putative transmembrane do-
main (Fig. 1B). No standard insertion encoding G2H6G2 after
residue 9 was obtained, but two aberrant, lysis-defective alleles,
S105t9x (tag sequence, G2H5RG) and S105t9z (tag sequence,
G2H6PA), were isolated (Fig. 4A). The S105t9z allele did not
accumulate stable protein and was recessive in trans to both S1

and S105 alleles (data not shown). The S105t9x allele accumu-
lated stable protein and was strongly dominant (Fig. 3 and 4B).

Insertion after codon 21. The position after codon 21 is
within the putative amino-terminal transmembrane domain of
S (Fig. 1B). The standard insertion allele is lysis defective and
generates a partially unstable membrane protein (Fig. 3 and

FIG. 2. Plasmid transactivation profiles of MC4100 harboring l lysogens and transactivation plasmids bearing the S105 gene with inserts encoding an oligohistidine
tag at either the N or C terminus. (A) Inductions of MC4100 [l D(SR)] cells harboring pKB1 (Sam7) (E), pS105 (F), ptS105 (h), and pS105t (}) were performed
as described in Materials and Methods. Similar plasmid transactivations were performed with the following different lysogens: MC4100 [l 111] (Sam7) (B), MC4100
[l S1] (C), and MC4100 [l S105] (D).
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4A). Surprisingly, this allele is weakly dominant in trans to S1

(Fig. 4B) but is largely recessive in trans to S1051 (Fig. 4C).
Insertions after codon 38. Among the first sites to be tested

as suitable for an oligopeptide insertion was the connector
loop between the first two putative transmembrane domains
(Fig. 1B), which we considered the most likely site to tolerate
the oligopeptide insertion. We postulated that the adjacent
glycine codons at positions 38 and 39 within this putative loop
provided flexibility, since alteration of these residues leads to
decreased function (30, 31) (Fig. 1B). Before the technique of
inserting DNA without respect to restriction sites became
available, the unique restriction sites SmaI and ApaI were
introduced independently by altering the nucleotide sequences
of glycine codons 38 and 39 to proline in, in these cases, the S1

reading frame (see Materials and Methods). With both, how-
ever, despite the relatively conservative nature of these substi-
tutions, the mutant alleles had lysis-defective phenotypes (Fig.
5A). The G38P allele was nonlytic and recessive, and it accu-
mulated larger than normal amounts of S protein in the mem-
brane (Fig. 3 and 5B). The G39P allele was also lysis defective
and accumulated stable protein but exhibited a strongly dom-
inant character (Fig. 3 and 5).

FIG. 3. Various S alleles were tested for membrane localization and accu-
mulation of stable protein by Western immunoblot analysis. Approximately
equal amounts of membrane extract were applied to the lanes. The positions of
monomeric (F) and dimeric (FF) species of S are indicated with braces. Ap-
parently higher levels of the holin in the samples from lysis-defective alleles are
due to continued synthesis in the induced cells. Molecular mass (in kilodaltons)
is indicated on the left. The S allele in each lane is designated.

FIG. 4. Plasmid transactivation profiles of MC4100 harboring l lysogens and
transactivation plasmids bearing the S105 gene bearing inserts after codon 9, 21,
or 38. (A) MC4100 [l D(SR)] cells harboring pKB1 (E), pS105 (F), pS105t9x
(Œ), pS105t21 (}), pS105t38* (j), pS105t38 (h), and pS105t38x (■) were
induced as described in the legend to Fig. 2. (B and C) The Hosts were MC4100
[l S1] and MC4100 [l S105], respectively.
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After the restriction site-independent mutagenesis tech-
nique was developed, three insertions were isolated in the S105
reading frame between G38 and G39 encoding (i) G2H6G2
(designated S105t38); (ii) H6 (designated S105t38*); and (iii)
G2H6G3H6G2 (designated S105t38x), an aberrant insert. All of
these exhibited severe lysis defects, although the last showed a
reasonable but delayed-onset lytic profile, starting at about 90
min after induction (Fig. 4A). All three alleles were recessive
and accumulated stable S protein in the membrane, as judged
by Western immunoblotting (Fig. 3 and 4B and C).

Insertions after codon 49. The position after codon 49 is with-
in the putative second transmembrane domain of S (Fig. 1B).
The standard insertion and two other alleles were isolated, one
with an additional missense change and the other with a frame-
shift generating a nonsense polypeptide. All three alleles were
recessive and absolute lysis defective, and none accumulated
stable S protein in the membrane (data not shown).

Insertions after codon 63. The position after codon 63 is im-
mediately after D63, which is located near the end of the pu-
tative second transmembrane domain of S. The standard inser-
tion along with a variant encoding the missense change F64L
was isolated. The S105t63 alleles were absolute lysis defectives
(Fig. 6A) and accumulated stable S protein in the membrane
(Fig. 4). Since the two alleles were indistinguishable, only the
standard insertion is presented in Fig. 4 and 6. Like the par-
tially defective S105t allele, S105t63 also exhibited an early-
dominance phenotype in trans to both the S1 and S105 alleles
(Fig. 6B and C).

Insertions after codon 75. The position after codon 75 is in
the middle of the putative third transmembrane domain of S,
according to model A (Fig. 1B and C). The standard insertion,
S105t75, exhibited a largely defective lysis profile, although
gradual loss of turbidity began at about 80 min after induction
of the prophage (Fig. 6A). Interestingly, an aberrant insertion,
S105t75x, encoding G2H3G2 was triggered at a much earlier
time, about 50 to 60 min, as was determined by the cessation of
accumulation of culture mass (Fig. 6A). However, no lysis was
observed after triggering, suggesting that the hole which is
formed, although sufficient to collapse the membrane potential
and halt cellular metabolism, does not have the capacity to
release endolysin. Both alleles with insertions after codon 75
were recessive (Fig. 6B and C), possibly because neither allele
accumulated protein to normal levels, and in fact, the S105t75x
protein was not detectable on immunoblots (Fig. 3).

Insertion after codon 83. The position after codon 83 is near
the end of the third putative transmembrane domain, as de-
fined in model A for S topology (Fig. 1C). The allele encoding
the standard insertion, S105t83, exhibited a lysis proficiency
phenotype which was triggered very late, at about 80 min,
although ultimately it supported complete lysis (Fig. 6A). How-
ever, in trans to a functional S1 or S105 allele on the induced
prophage, S105t83 accelerated lysis as well as the S105 allele
(Fig. 6B and C). Despite its ability to support a delayed lysis
event, the S105t83 monomer was not detected in immunoblots
of isolated membrane samples (Fig. 3). However, the dimer
band, normally only a fraction of the total reactive material
(40, 41), was detected.

Insertions after codon 88. Three insertions behind codon 88,
including the standard insertion, an insertion encoding the se-
quence G2H6D (S105t88x), and an insertion encoding G2H4
truncated with a frameshift (S105t88z), were isolated. While
the last was a recessive null allele, the first and second insertion
alleles supported lysis profiles that were essentially the same as
that generated by S105 (Fig. 7), although the level of protein
detected in membrane extracts in each case was reduced, sug-
gesting proteolytic instability (Fig. 3). In trans to S105, S105t88

FIG. 5. Plasmid transactivation profiles of MC4100 harboring l lysogens and
transactivation plasmids bearing the S105 gene with the mutations in the region
encoding the first connector loop. (A) MC4100 [l D(SR)] cells harboring pKB1
(E), pKB110 (1), pSG38P (�), and pSG39P (Œ) were induced as described in
the legend to Fig. 2. (B and C) The hosts were MC4100 [l S1] and MC4100
[l S105], respectively. MC4100 [l S1] cells harboring pS105 (F) were also
induced.
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FIG. 6. Plasmid transactivation profiles of MC4100 harboring l lysogens and
transactivation plasmids bearing the S105 gene with insertions after codons 63,
75, and 83. (A) MC4100 [l D(SR)] cells harboring the plasmids pKB1 (E), pS105
(F), pS105t63 ({), pS105t75 (h), pS105t75x (■), and pS105t83 (‚) were in-
duced as described in the legend to Fig. 2. (B and C) The hosts were MC4100 [l
S1] and MC4100 [l S105], respectively.

FIG. 7. Plasmid transactivation profiles of MC4100 harboring l lysogens and
transactivation plasmids bearing the S105 gene with inserts after codons 88 and
94. (A) Plasmids pKB1 (E), pS105 (F), pS105t88 (h), pS105t88x (■), pS105t88z
(j), pS105t94 ({), pS105t94x (Œ), and pS105t94z (�) were induced as described
in the legend to Fig. 2. (B and C) The hosts were MC4100 [l S1] and MC4100
[l S105], respectively.
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actually accelerated lysis triggering slightly, but reproducibly,
more than the parental allele (Fig. 7B and C).

Insertions after codon 94. The allele with the standard in-
sertion after residue 94 has been described and was used as a
source for oligohistidine-tagged S105 protein to work out a
purification system and in vitro assay for hole formation (41).
Essentially, it is very similar to the S105t88 allele described
above, in terms of lysis triggering, except that it supports the
accumulation of approximately the same level of S protein in
the membrane as the parent (Fig. 3 and 7A). In addition, two
insertions with accompanying frameshifts were isolated. In one,
S105t94x, the insertion and frameshift encode the sequence
G2H3QKSITITAALLKKPE after F94 (Fig. 1B). In the sec-
ond, S105t94z, the insertion encodes the sequence G2H6G2LL
KKPE after F94 (Fig. 1B). Despite the loss of the C-terminal
hydrophilic domain, both of these frameshift alleles were func-
tional and, in fact, the induced S105t94z frameshift allele trig-
gered lysis essentially as well as S105 (Fig. 7A). Interestingly,
the S105t94z allele actually supported reproducibly faster on-
set of lysis than did S105 in trans to S1 but not in trans to S105
(Fig. 7B and C).

Mutant alleles of S in the S105t94 context. A collection of
missense S alleles with recessive, dominant, and early-domi-
nant characters have been isolated and characterized previ-
ously (22, 31). Several of these changes were transferred to the
contexts of the S105t94 reading frame and, in parallel, the
S105 parental reading frame by site-directed mutagenesis. In
all but one instance, the phenotype of the original mutation
was reproduced in both the S105 and S105t94 contexts (Fig. 8).
In both the S105 and S105t94 contexts the plasmid-borne
A52V mutation conferred a defective, but slightly dominant,
phenotype (Fig. 8B and C), which is in contrast to the originally
reported recessive phenotype reported for the A52V allele
(31).

In addition, the SA52G allele does not support plaque for-
mation in the phage context, because it triggers lysis too early,
before the first virion has been assembled (22). The timing de-
fect may have been due to a loss of function in the S107 inhib-
itor protein equally as well as a gain of function in the S105
effector. However, the S105A52G and S105t94A52G alleles
were triggered early, just like SA52G (Fig. 8A). With S105t94A
52G, lysis began after a 20-min delay, suggesting that the oli-
gohistidine-tagged peptide was impeding the formation of pro-
ductive holes at low concentrations of S protein (Fig. 8A).

DISCUSSION

We have described a collection of insertion mutations cre-
ated during an effort to insert an oligohistidine tag into the l
holin protein, S. Most insertions fundamentally changed the
character of the protein and abolished its lethal holin activity.
Some insertions conferred new properties on S, and only two
allowed S to maintain normal holin function. The phenotypes
of these insertion alleles are useful for analysis of S function
and topology.

Locations of oligohistidine tags in holins. Oligohistidine tags
have been increasingly used as a primary sequence modifica-
tion to facilitate protein purification. In several instances, oli-
gohistidine tags have been inserted in the sequence of mem-
brane proteins, which are especially difficult to purify because
of the necessity of the presence of a detergent for solubiliza-
tion (25, 26, 36). Holins constitute a large class of integral
membrane proteins with novel functions and may be good
choices for biochemical and biophysical analysis because of the
simplicity of their primary sequences and apparent functional
autonomy. Because of the small size, membrane localization,

FIG. 8. Plasmid transactivation profiles of MC4100 harboring l lysogens and
transactivation plasmids carrying missense mutations in the S105 or S105t94
gene. (A) Plasmids pKB1 (E), pS105 (F), pS105R33L (■), pS105t94R33L (h),
pS105A52G (}), pS105t94A52G ({), pS105A52V (�), and pS105t94A52V (ƒ)
were induced as described in the legend to Fig. 2. (B and C) The hosts were
MC4100 [l S1] and MC4100 [l S105], respectively.
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and lethal nature of holins, oligohistidine tag methodology
appears to be an ideal methodology. Other systems involving
fusion of large purifiable domains have not been useful with
holins, because the detergent present to maintain holin solu-
bility interferes with removal of the fusion domain (7). The
simplest choices for oligohistidine tag positions have been at
the N and C termini, in part because of the availability of
plasmids with high-efficiency gene expression systems (11, 28).
Neither polypeptide terminus of S was found to tolerate the
insertion of an oligohistidine tag sequence without unaccept-
able phenotypic alteration, which led us to conduct a system-
atic mutagenesis of the primary sequence of the S105 reading
frame by inserting oligohistidine-tag-encoding sequences. Ul-
timately, insertions after positions 88 and 94 were found to be
tolerated without significant alteration of the lysis properties.
The protein products of these S105t94 alleles accumulated to
normal levels in the membrane fraction, and the proteins have
been successfully purified to homogeneity (41). Moreover, the
phenotypes of several important missense alleles originally iso-
lated in the S1 context were found to be conserved in the
context of the S105t94 gene, suggesting that the C-terminal
domain of S does not have essential interactions with the
interior of the molecule. With this information in hand, inspec-
tion of the sequences of the charged C-terminal domains of
other holins suggests that there are homologous insertion
points for creating oligohistidine-tag-encoding alleles with
minimal risk of disrupting the function of the protein (45, 46).

It is not clear why location of the oligohistidine tag at the
extreme C terminus caused dysfunction of the S gene. We can-
not rule out proteolytic instability of the C-terminally tagged
product, because the antibody for S was raised against a syn-
thetic peptide corresponding to the C-terminal sequence and
does not recognize the S105t protein. However, S105t was de-
tected, without evidence of degradation, with two reagents
designed to specifically recognize oligohistidine tags and it ac-
cumulates to Coomassie blue-detectable levels when it is over-
expressed (data not shown).

Early-dominance phenotype not due to titration of inhibitor.
S105t exhibits the early-dominance phenotype, first noted for
other lysis-defective alleles in the original analysis of S (30).
The presence of a functional S allele in trans to a prophage S1

allele results in an accelerated onset of lysis (Fig. 2C), and thus,
in such a context, the defective S105t allele was expected to
exert either no effect on lysis timing, indicating recessive char-
acter, or a delay in lysis timing, indicating negative-dominant
character. Remarkably, despite its lysis defect, S105t acceler-
ates lysis as well as S105 (Fig. 2C and D). This type of domi-
nance, previously designated early dominance, in some lysis-
defective alleles has been ascribed to a titration of the inhibitor
species of the S1 allele used in trans (30). According to this
view, the defective holin acts as a sink for the S107 inhibitor
species from the wild-type allele, without interacting with the
S105 effector. Thus, the early-dominant character results from
an indirect effect on normal holin regulation. However, for this
allele and some others (see below), early-dominant behavior is
clearly found even when the functional allele in trans is S105
and thus no inhibitor species is present at all. (See below.)

Insertions before the first transmembrane domain. Western
immunoblot analysis of tS105 indicated that two protein spe-
cies were present. The smaller of the two may be a fortuitous
proteolytic event generating a cleavage product identical to
S105. More likely, it represents secondary translational starts
from the Met codon for S105, some 30 nt downstream. tS105
is defective in hole formation but has been demonstrated to
affect normal hole formation in a dominant-negative manner
(Fig. 2C and D). This finding suggests that the tS105 protein

assumes a normal topology which allows it to interact with
functional S105 protein.

Although no standard insertion was isolated after codon 9,
the properties of the abnormal insertions are instructive. That
the S105t9x allele was strongly dominant clearly suggests that
the positively charged arginine residue in S105t9x confers in-
hibitor capacity to this tagged S105 derivative (41). Given that
inhibitor capacity is dependent on positive charge (4, 42), this
result indicates that the positioning of the charged residue
within the N-terminal domain abutting the first putative trans-
membrane domain is not critical for the inhibition. Insertion
of the sequence G2H5RG after L9 results in a lysis-defective
allele, S105t9x, which, in trans to an induced prophage bearing
an S105 allele, retards lysis even more dramatically (125 min)
than an allele producing both S107 and S105 (105 min) under
isogenic conditions. This result demonstrates that the precise
location of the required positively charged residue within the N
terminus is not critical in terms of the requirements for being
an inhibitor protein, consistent with the finding that adding or
subtracting positively charged residues between positions 2 and
8 has the same lysis retardation effect as increasing the popu-
lation of S107 molecules within the pool of S holin proteins (9,
42). The potent inhibitor function of the S105t9x allele con-
trasts clearly with the recessive nature of the allele with a
different aberrant insertion after residue 9, S105t9z, which
encodes the tag sequence G2H6PA. The fact that this allele
does not accumulate stable protein and is also nonfunctional
demonstrates that the N-terminal domain has at least some
structural requirement other than serving as a site for posi-
tively charged residues. Apparently this structural requirement
cannot be met in the S105t9z allele, possibly because of the
proline residue in the aberrant inserted sequence.

Insertions within putative transmembrane domains. There
is no structural information to guide mutagenesis of holins.
Although the membrane topology of l S is still uncertain, the
sequence of this protein is so short that only two reasonable
models for its membrane topology can be imagined. In Fig. 1,
model A, there are three transmembrane domains, whereas in
model B, there are only two transmembrane domains. Circular
dichroism studies reveal that S105t94 is about 40% a-helix,
which indicates that fewer than 45 residues are in a-helical
conformation in detergent, which is more consistent with the
model B bitopic topology (41). In general, the oligohistidine
tags after positions 21 and 49, corresponding to insertions
within the first and second transmembrane domains, respec-
tively, generated nonfunctional proteins. t21 is dominant in
trans to S1, suggesting that disruption of the first putative
transmembrane domain does not abolish intermolecular inter-
actions with other S molecules (Fig. 4B). However, the absence
of significant dominant character may indicate that the weak
dominance exhibited in Fig. 4B is an indirect effect, possibly
resulting from preferential proteolysis (see below).

An insertion after codon 75 within the ambiguous domain
left the protein with partial function, in the sense that it ap-
pears to trigger, albeit somewhat late, but then never allows
release of the endolysin, suggesting that a defective hole is
being formed. These data appear to be less compatible with
model A, where disruption of the third transmembrane do-
main would almost certainly lead to topological disorganiza-
tion. Thus, the facts that 10 residues can be inserted at this
point and partial function can be retained suggest that position
75 is unlikely to be in the middle of a transmembrane domain.
Failure to accumulate S105t75x protein, as assessed by West-
ern immunoblot analysis, indicates a drastically decreased level
of S105t75x protein. Nevertheless, sufficient S105t75x protein
is available to collapse the membrane potential without con-
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comitant release of endolysin (Fig. 6A). Proteolysis may ex-
plain the inability to visualize the protein in Western immu-
noblots. Alternatively, the decreased level of S105t75x protein
may reduce the total number of holes formed per cell and thus
limit endolysin release. Yet another possibility is that holes are
large enough to be lethal but too small to allow endolysin
unrestricted passage to the periplasm. In any case, the segre-
gation of lethality and hole formation are novel results.

The dominant character of the S105t21 allele in the pres-
ence of an S1 allele, but not an S105 allele, is surprising,
considering that the insertion should disrupt the first putative
transmembrane domain and thus potentially alter the topolog-
ical organization of the protein. However, we favor the inter-
pretation that in this case, the weak early dominance is due to
an indirect effect, namely proteolysis. Several missense S pro-
teins which exhibit no defect in membrane localization but do
not oligomerize properly are found to be unstable at physio-
logical levels of expression (18). These same proteins when
overexpressed accumulate normally in the membrane fraction,
indicating that the protease activities involved can be titrated.
To account for how S105t21 can inhibit the lysis function of
S1, but not S105, the simplest model is that somehow the
production of S105t21 increases the relative activity of S107,
the holin inhibitor produced in S1, but not in S105. This
possibility implies that normally some S107 is proteolytically
degraded but that the production of S105t21 at least partially
titrates out the protease activity. The S105t21 protein may
thus, by partially titrating endogenous membrane proteolytic
activity, increase the likelihood of successful S107-dependent
inhibition of hole formation. The only pulse-chase labeling
experiments done with S were designed to test the hypothesis
that S107 is proteolytically processed to S105 (8). Although the
label in the two species appeared to be constant during an
extended chase period, the conditions were distinctly nonphysi-
ological, being based on a T7 RNA polymerase expression
system, and a role for proteolysis in the lysis timing mechanism
under normal conditions was not ruled out. It should be noted
that an integral membrane protease has been shown to be
involved in other regulatory events in the l life cycle (38). It
will be of interest to see if the S105-S107 regulatory system and
the unexpected phenotypes of S105t21 and other insertion
genes are affected by inactivation of this and other known
proteolytic systems in E. coli.

Mutations and insertions within the first connector loop. It
is surprising that the alteration of the GG residues at positions
38 and 39, between the first two putative transmembrane do-
mains, to either PG or GP completely inactivates the holin
without conferring proteolytic instability. Even more surprising
are the facts that the GG3GP change is strongly dominant
and that the GG3PG change is largely recessive. These un-
expected defective phenotypes suggest that the flexibility ex-
pected in the adjacent glycine residues in the connector do-
main must play an important role in hole formation, perhaps to
allow reorientation of the two transmembrane domains flank-
ing the loop. These phenotypes parallel those observed for
missense mutations in the same residues, obtained by a bio-
logical selection for loss of the lethal activity of S (30, 31).
Although both the mutations G38S and G39D confer a lysis-
defective phenotype, the former allele is leaky, allowing a
grossly delayed lysis, whereas the latter is an absolute nonlytic
allele in a phage context (31). Also, G38S is negatively codomi-
nant, whereas G39D is strongly early dominant (31). Thus,
unlike other polytopic transmembrane proteins where connec-
tor loops have been shown to be largely irrelevant in terms of
structure or function, the first connector loop in S is surpris-
ingly sensitive to missense substitution. Moreover, the dramat-

ically opposite dominance phenotypes of missense changes in
these adjacent glycine residues suggest that this dipeptide se-
quence plays a key role in the conformational change involved
in converting S from its prehole, chronic state, which persists
throughout the late period of gene expression, to its lethal hole
or acute state. At position 39, the fact that replacing a glycine,
which has the maximum intrinsic flexibility, with a proline,
which may require covalent catalysis to change its cis or trans
orientation with regard to the N-terminally adjacent residue,
creates a dominant-negative nonlytic allele suggests that the
conformational change in triggering of lysis involves movement
of the two flanking transmembrane domains with respect to
one another. Presumably, the G39P change locks the holin in
an untriggerable state, which may or may not correspond to the
normal prehole conformation but which is fully capable of
interacting with other S monomers. Interestingly, an adventi-
tiously isolated insertion of a random hexapeptide of neutral
amino acids (VMVMMV) between positions 38 and 39 was
found partially to suppress the lysis defect, suggesting that
sufficient flexibility to accomplish the triggering change can be
restored by simply increasing the chain length of the loop (data
not shown). From this perspective, it is surprising that all of the
oligohistidine insertions between positions 38 and 39 were lysis
defective, recessive, and stable. Thus, the connector sequence
(residues 33 to 39) between the two putative transmembrane
domains is intolerant of oligopeptide insertion and, if altered,
as with these insertions or with the missense mutations isolated
previously in 4 of the 7 residues (30), leads to a nonfunctional
S holin. However, if this loop is located in the periplasm, where
acidic conditions predominate, substantial cationic charge may
be associated with the modified loop domains, which may ac-
count for an inability to oligomerize productively in homo-
meric complexes (with other oligohistidine-tagged holins) or
with the parental S105 protein, which already has two cationic
residues in the loop region. In any case, the availability of the
putatively locked holin mutant which accumulates stable pro-
tein should be a useful tool now that structural investigation of
the holin is becoming practical.

Early-dominance insertions after codons 63 and 83. Inser-
tions behind codons 63 and 83 should interrupt a cytoplasmic
domain, according to the bitopic model for S topology, or flank
the third transmembrane domain, according to the tritopic
model (Fig. 1B). Both alleles exhibited severe lysis defects, but
surprisingly, in the presence of the S105 allele, these defective
insertions exhibited early dominance and were indistinguish-
able from S105. Thus, the lysis-defective insertion alleles at
codons 63, 83, and 107 (S105t) of the S105 allele all exhibit
early-dominant character. One interpretation of early domi-
nance, in the context of the S system, is that the S105 product
of the mutant allele is capable of participating in hole forma-
tion only after some sort of nucleation or templating event is
achieved by the functional S105 protein. The strong early-
dominance phenotype exhibited by, for example, the S63t al-
lele (Fig. 7) is even more provocative, considering that the
plasmid-borne allele is expressed at a much higher relative rate
than the prophage allele (18). Thus, only a small amount of
wild-type S105 is needed to nucleate or template the hole
formation event onto the otherwise incompetent S105t63 pro-
teins. Thus, S105t63, S105t83, and S105t might be proficient at
perpetuating a conformational change in oligomeric second-
ary, tertiary, or quaternary structure but not in initiating the
change. The presence of dimeric S105t83 protein in the ab-
sence of the monomer suggests proteolytic degradation of the
oligohistidine-tagged holin after induction during membrane
isolation and protein extraction. Thus, it may be that the early-
dominant holin is unstably folded or self-associated and that
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admixture of proportions of the wild-type proteins raises the
overall stability above a threshold level. If the nucleation hy-
pothesis is correct, the proportions of parental holin molecules
required to restore lysis in cells expressing the early-dominance
alleles might be much less than stoichiometric. Experiments to
distinguish between these possibilities are under way in our
laboratory. We conclude that at least for this allele, the S105t
protein is capable of participating in lethal hole formation in
the presence of the wild-type S105 protein but that it cannot do
so alone.

Insertions near the C terminus. The fact that the region
near codon 88 can tolerate a large insertion suggests that it
does not have a critical structure and serves primarily as a
linker or connector domain, consistent with the fact that no
missense mutations were isolated between codons 83 and 102
during selections for mutations conferring loss of lethality on S
(27, 29, 30). More dramatically, the functional activity of the
S105t94z frameshift allele strongly suggests that the C-termi-
nal domain of S has no essential structure but that it instead
serves primarily as a reservoir of charged residues acting as an
important topology determinant and also in the regulation of S
by interaction with the energized membrane. It may be that the
C terminus has evolved as a fine-tuning domain which, in the
absence of a critical role in hole formation, can be mutated to
accelerate or decelerate lysis timing, to optimize the length of
the vegetative cycle for whatever host context is currently pre-
dominant.

Mutant alleles of S in the S105t94 context. The parallels
between the phenotypes of S1 and S105 or S105t94 alleles
extends to dominance-recessivity tests, with one exception, the
mutation A52V. This mutation was recessive in the phage
context in trans to a second prophage with the S1 allele (31).
However, when it is mounted on a multicopy plasmid, it ex-
hibits some dominance, retarding the onset of lysis when it is in
trans to a prophage carrying S105 (Fig. 8). This result may
reflect quantitative differences, because the mutant allele is
present on a multicopy plasmid at the time of the onset of late
gene transcription, which is different from the situation with an
induced lysogen, where late gene expression begins about 8
min after induction, before significant amplification of the pro-
phage template (9, 20). Testing of other recessive alleles in this
plasmid context should resolve this question. In any case, the
results from transactivation of previously characterized muta-
tions in an S105 only context are significant because the asso-
ciated defects could not be attributed to decreased effector
function of S105 or increased function of S107, the holin in-
hibitor (31). Clearly, these data unequivocally prove the defect
in each case lies in the S105 effector protein.
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